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Subject: Option to define custom nicknames under IRC server configuration

Description: I'm currently using smuxi to connect to a few different irc networks using different nicknames for each.



The Smuxi Preferences->Connection->General->Nickname(s) field takes a list of Nicknames.  However this 

list is utilized as the default for all servers when connecting.



As it stands now, I define custom "on connect commands" to set my nickname manually for each server.  

This seems to be more work that should be necessary.



Also, when configuring the connection to an IRC server, it appears as though the USERNAME and 

PASSWORD fields aren't utilized.



Is there any chance that someone could add a field to the server configuration menu that defines a custom 

nickname for that server?

History

06/27/2012 08:34 PM - Christopher Bridenstine

I actually meant to tag this as a feature.  Unfortunately I'm having trouble determining how to change the tag after submitting it.



Christopher Bridenstine wrote:

> I'm currently using smuxi to connect to a few different irc networks using different nicknames for each.

> 

> The Smuxi Preferences->Connection->General->Nickname(s) field takes a list of Nicknames.  However this list is utilized as the default for all 

servers when connecting.

> 

> As it stands now, I define custom "on connect commands" to set my nickname manually for each server.  This seems to be more work that should be 

necessary.

> 

> Also, when configuring the connection to an IRC server, it appears as though the USERNAME and PASSWORD fields aren't utilized.

> 

> Is there any chance that someone could add a field to the server configuration menu that defines a custom nickname for that server?



08/19/2012 09:02 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Category deleted (Server)

- Assigned to deleted (Mirco Bauer)

08/19/2012 09:02 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Tracker changed from Bug to Feature

02/09/2014 08:35 PM - Mirco Bauer

- Status changed from New to Closed

Applied in changeset commit:"823c66815eef41600c4683aff056cf78d0b83e34".
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